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Abstract. Linear Logic, we concisely write LL, has been introduced recently by Jean Yves Girard 
in Theoretical Computer Science ~0 (1987). Born from the semantics of second order lambda 
calculus, LL is more expressive than traditional logic (both classical and intuitionistic). Due to 
the absence of structural rules and to a partict:!ar t eatment of negation, which is denoted by ~, 
proofs in LL do not have a "directional character". The constructive meaning of a proof of A--, B 
is a function mapping all proofs of A into proofs of B; in LL A--~B has a similar meaning, but 
B±--oA ± represents he same formula and has the same proofs: so one of such proofs can map 
a proof of A into one of B as well as a proof of B x into one of.4±~ In this paper we are interested 
in the multiplicative second order subsystem L,:~* of linear logic; we introduce a calculus (called 
z-calculus) whose terms are canonical represent: ~ions of proofs. The aim of the calculus is to 
give a be~ter comprehension of the computational spects of the process of cut-elimination. We 
prove that the z-calculus obeys strong normalization and the Church-Rosser properties. 
I. Summary 
The next section is devoted to a formal presentatio~ of deduction systems for 
LL*. First we introduce the calculus fi la Gentzen LLS*; then we define the proof-nets 
system PN*. Some results from [4] are quoted. In the third section we define 
z-calculus for LL*. We present he main ideas about the calculus and in particular 
we discuss the interactive character of the :terms. In Section 4 we define the reduction 
and present some results. 
2. The deduction systems for LL* 
This section is devoted to the deduction syste~ns for LL*. We will introduce two 
of them: one is a sequent calculus and the other is a kind of natural deduction. 
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Definition 2.1. The language of LL* consists of: 
(1) a denumerable ist of propositio~al variables (atomic formulae): Xo, X~, X~, 
Xi L, X2, X~L, • • •, such that for every variable X there is one dual variable X i (and 
we assume that X -L-L- X);  
(2) binary (multiplicative) connectives: 0), u (times, par); 
(3) two (second order) quantifiers: V, 3 (for all, exists). 
There is no sign for negation: formally the dualit,~ operator " plays this role, but it 
is not considered as a connective. 
A formula is inductively defined as usuai: 
(1) any atomic formula is a formula; 
(2) let A and B be formulae; if o is a bi!nary connective and O is a quantifier, then 
A B A 
A o B OXA 
are formation rules. 
We call formation tree of A the derivatic~ ::~? the formula A made using the rules 
above. We often consider formation trees of a iormula A whose branches are pruned 
at some level (i.e. a subtree of the formation tree of A with the same root A): we 
shall call such objects partial formation trees. In general we call basic formulae the 
leaves of a (partial) derivation tree. 
We introduce now the rules for LLS* which ,:s a presentation of LL* via a sequent 
calculus. Formally these rules are like those in Gentzen's ystem (see [2]), but due 
to the absence of weakening and contraction rules we have to be careful about their 
meaning. 
Definition 2.2 ( The sequent calculus LLS*). For our purposes a sequent is a multiset ~
of formulae: t -A~, . . . ,  A,,. The calculus is defined by the following rules: 
Axioms: (for every formula A) t-A, A i 
t-F, A t-A, A j t-F, A, B, A 
Cut Exchange 
t-F, A t-F, B, A, A" 
Logical rules: 
t-F, A t-A, B t-F, A, B (®) (u) 
t-F, A, A® B t-F, A u B 
t-F, A t-F, A(B) 
(V) (3) 
~r, VX.A ~r, 3X.A(X)" 
In the (V) rule the variable X must not appear (free) in F. 
That is, a commutative list of formulae. 
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Moreover, we assume that the following identities hold: 
A~-A,  (A®B)±=_AiwB ±, (AuB)±==A±®BI, 
(VX .A)~ - 3X.A  l ,  (3X .A)  l - VX .A  ~. 
Remark 2.3. Since finear implication is defined by A--oB--A~u B, the following 
identities hold: B ± ---o A l ~ A ----o B - A ± u B; so a proof of  A ± u B behaves as a 
function which maps the proofs of  A in proofs of  B as well as a function which 
maps the proofs of B ± in proofs of  A ±. In general, a proof of  any sequent ~A~, . . . ,  A, 
can be thought of as a map of proofs 
from ~ A (I)(~)" • "(~) A~r(k) in A,~tk+l) L) " " " U A~n)  
for any choice of  k and any permutation tr. Hence a computational constructive 
interpretation of  the proof  of a linear implication is not simply a function, but 
should be a more general object. 
In traditional logic, sequent calculus is closely related to natural deduction: there 
is a procedure which transforms a sequent calculus proof in a natural deduction 
one e. Analogously one can define an extended sequent calculus for LL, i.e. with 
sequents of  traditional shape F~-A, and then obtain from it a natural deduction 
system. But in any natural deduction system there is a strong distinction between 
assumptions and conclusions; this distinction seems to be unnecessary in LL (see 
also [6]). So it is useful to define a system in which there is not such a difference: 
this is the proof-nets ystem PN. 
Definition 2.4 (The system PN*). The proof system PN* corresponding to the sequent 
calculus LLS* is described by the following rules: 
Axiom links3: (for any A) A A ~- 
Cut rule: 
(i) 
CUT 
Multiplica tire: 
A®B ,4uB 
2 See [2]. In the case of ~lassical systems there are some problems because natural deduction and 
sequent calculus handle the "reductio ad abs~rdum" in a quite different way" anyway it is possible to 
define a multiple conclusion atural deduction for classical logic to obtain a system closer to sequent 
calculus. 
3 As in the works of Girard we prefer to call this rule "link"; we also say that the two formulae "are 
connected by an axiom link" to mean that they are the dual conclusion of an axiom link. 
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Quantifiers: 
\A(B) /  
VX.A 3x .a (x )  
In the universal rule the variable X must not appear flee in the other conclusions 
of a. 
Definition 2.5. PNets is the set of all objects derivable using derivable in PN*. 
Moreover a, fl E PNets are equal iffthere is a bijection between the partial formation 
trees of a and fl such that: 
(i) corresponding trees are equal (modulo renaming of variables); 
(ii) two basic formulae are linked in a if and only if the corresponding formulae 
i~ fl are linked. 
Example 2.6. Consider the proof-nets in Fig. 1. They are different elements of PNets, 
even if they have the same conclusions and the same partial formation trees: the 
condition (ii) is not satisfied as regards the axiom links between the occurrences of 
the formulae A and A x. 
L L- !-, 
A AI®B BJ'®A "L A 
I i i i  . i | l  • 
i 
A A±®B B±®A ± A 
i i  
Fig. 1. 
We are interested in the following result obtained by Girard (see [4, Theorems 
2.7 and 2.9]). 
Theorem 2.7. (i) To every proof in LLS* it is possible to associate a unique proof-net 
in PN* with the same conclusions. 
(ii) Vice versa, for every proof-net in PN* there is at least one proof in LLS*, but 
in general it is not unique. 
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Definition 2.8 (Conversion). We define the three cut-conversions for PN*. 
ot ot 
. .  A ± A 
CUT 
. . .  . . .  
AB AB 
I - Ci 
A -L 
CUT 
. . .  . . .  
pN-'.~ 
. ° . A I . . .  
pN---~ 
CUT CUT 
A(X) A'(B) f a{B/X} 
\VX.A(X) i 
CUT 
where a{B/X}  means that in the net a, B is substituted for every free occurrence 
of X. 
Definition 2.9 (Reduction). We call reduction any finite (possibly empty) chain of 
conversior~5. Furthermore we write a PN--'--* ~ :O mean that the proof-net a itself 
reduces to ~3. A proof-net is said to be in normal form if there are no cuts. Moreover 
a proof-net a is normalizable if there is a proof-net 13 in normal form such that 
a pN--~--* (3; finally a is strongly normalizable if for every possible reduction of  a 
there is a proof-net 13 such that t~ pN -.--1~--¢. 13. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of [4~ PreFc.~tK, n 2.11 and 
Theorem 4.26] for LL*. 
Theorem 2.10. (i) Every proof-net in PN* strongly normalizes. 
(ii) PN* has the Church-Rosser p opertv~ i e. ~f c~ PN--* ~' and a PN'-* /3", then there 
exists 8 such that 
13' ps~ ,~, /3" pN~---~ a. 
The second part of the theorem cannot be extended to the whole logic. 
3. The ~,-calculus 
Remark 2.3 suggests to consider proofs in LL not as functions, but as objects 
able to "'interact" among themselves, provided that a certain condition (namely 
duality) holds between conclusions. 
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A term of z-calculus is essentially a representation of a proof-net. In order to 
form a term associated with a particular net, the idea is the following: we first 
associate a distinct yped variable to every occurrence of  a basic formula; then we 
build up the terms related to each conclusion as a linear representation of the 
corresponding formation tree; finally we define the links between the variables. 
Definition 3.1 (p-terms). The types are formulae of LL. The type of a p-term is (in 
general) a list of  types; instead of saying that the term a has type A~, . . . .  An we 
concisely write a: A ! , . . . ,An .  We assume to have a denumerable set of  typed 
variables for each type A: xA, y A, z A, w~, w A, . . . .  Moreover, we have binary 
operators (x, v, *), binding operators (A, e, v) and the usual special symbols. 
A typical z-term has the following shape: p-term ::= head.body. The body is a list 
of  b-terms defined as follows: 
(bl) a variable is a b-term; 
(b2) if a and b are b-terms, then a x b, a v b and a * b (--b * a) 4 are b-terms; 
(b3) if a is a b-term, X is a type variable (i.e. a propositional variable), and A 
is a type (i.e. a formula), then AX.a and e(X.a, A) are b-terms. 
In the head we find the list of  the links between "dual"  variables; a link is defined 
as follows: 
(ii) if x A and yA-, then zxy is a link. 
Remark 3.2. A and e are binding second order operators: the propositiemai variable 
X is bound both in AX.a and in e(X.a, A). 
Remark 3.3. The link binds both x and y in the body: so if a variable appears in 
a link then it is bound in the whole z-term. The following are z-terms: 
zxy zzw.x, y * z, w, zuw zu'w'.w • u', w', ~ ; 
if u : X and w: X ~ then zuw.AZ.u, e( Y.w, X )  is a z-term. 
Definition 3.4. Two p-terms are essentially equal iff they can be obtained one from 
the other by: 
(i) renaming of bound (first or second order) variables, 
(ii) permuting the ordering of links in the head or terms in the body, 
(iii) exchanging the two variables of  a link. 
In other words we assume a kind of a-equality (see [1]) on z-terms whenever it
is needed. For instance the first two terms in the previous remark have to be 
considered essentially equal. 
4 We consider the two expressions equivalent. 
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Now we give the rules which enable us to construct correct erms, i.e. terms that 
correspond to a particular proof-net. The idea is to redefine the sequent calculus 
rules it. order to associate step-by-step to every sequent he term representing the 
corresponding proof-net. 
If there is no ambiguity we omit the indication of the types. In a concise form 
we often write vw for a list of links and t for a list of b-terms. 
Definition 3.5 (Term formation) 
(ax.for) ~- vxy.x A, y A± : A, A ~ 
(times.for) 
t-vwl.t', a :F ,  A t-vw2.t", b :A,  B 
t-~w~vw2.t', " a x b : F, A, A® B 
(par.for) 
~-vw.t, a, b:F, A, B 
~-vw.t, a v b:F,  Au  B 
(CUT.for) 
t -pwl . t ' ,a :F ,A  x t -vw2.t" ,b :A,A 
t--vw, vw2.t', t", a * b : F, g (, CUT) 
(uni.for) 
~vw.t, a : F, A (X)  
t-vw.t, AX.a : F, WX.A(X)  
(exi.for) 
~-vw.t, a : F, A(B) 
F-vw.t, ~(X.a, B) : F, 3X .A(X)"  
Remark 3.6. (ax.for). In this rule x and y are bound variables. Since this is the 
unique rule that introduces new first order variables, in a ~,-term we find only first 
order variables which are bound. 
(CUT.for): The type CUT and the terms in this type are handled in a particular 
way. Formally CUT formation rule is like the times formation rule, but cuts have 
a quite different role as we want to represent interactions and computations by 
means of cuts. 
(uni.for): In the usual second order A-calculus the universal quantification of X 
is subject o the condition that in a any variable of type X does not occur free; but 
in this version of v-calculus first order variables are always bound: as a matter of 
fact first order variables are introduced only via (ax.for), so they are bound by the 
link operator v. 
(exi.for): The notation adopted for the existential term is needed in order to 
perform the second order conversion correctly. 
Definition 3.7. PTerms is the set of all v-terms derivable using the formation rules 
previously defined, where we identify the terms modulo the essential equality defined 
in Definition 3.4. 
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Lemma 3.8. There is a bijection between the sets PTerms and Pnets. 
Proof. (1) Definition o f  the map ~': Pnets --> PTerms. Let a be a proof-net; by Theorem 
2.7(ii) we can find a proof ~r in LLS* which corresponds to a. Such a proof can 
be transformed in a natural way into a derivation 7r + of a v-term t~ simply replacing 
the term-formation rules for the corresponding LLS* rules. 
It is easy to verify (by induction on the proof-nets) that t~ do not depend on the 
particular "sequentialization'" 7r of a which we have chosen. So we can define 
= 
Let us consider, for instance, the first net in Definition 2.5; it is easy to see that 
we can write the following term: 
vxu  uyz  vvw.x  v ( u x y ), ( z x ) v w. 
(2) Definition of  the map p:PTerms-> Pnets. Given a derivation o- of a v-term t, 
we transform cr into a LLS* proof or- replacing the rules of o- with the corresponding 
LLS* rules; then, using Theorem 2.7(i), we build in a natural way a proof-net a~, 
with the same conclusions of o--. 
Also in this case we can prove that the net constructed does not depend on the 
particular derivation of t which we have chosen. So we can state p(o-) = a~. 
(3) p is the inverse map of  z, i.e. p~" = identity and rp = identity. We should prove 
that for all proof-nets a, pT"(a) = a and for every v-term t, zp(t) = t. The verifications 
can be performed by induction on the derivations of a and on the derivations of 
the term t, respectively. [] 
4. Reduction and results 
We now define the v-conversions, which are the basic steps of the process of 
computation (or reduction) for v-calculus. Let a v-term have the following shape: 
vx.t, a * b. 
The conversion-rules are the following 
(ax) ~w vxy.t, x • a ~-~ pw.t[a/y] 
(mlt) vv.t, (a v b) * (c x d) ~--~ vv.t, a * c, b * d. 
(qu) vv.t, (AX.a) * (e(X.b, B)) ~-* z,v.t, a{B/X}  * b. 
Remark 4.1. If  one has to contract a term like vv vxy vwz.t, x * w, two conversions 
are possible: 
vv vwz.t[w/y],  vv vxy.t[x/z].  
Obviously the two conversions are equivalent because of our convention on variables. 
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Remark 4.2. Let us consider a term like vxy.x, y: A, A i and make a CUT with 
~,v.b: A; then we have 
pxy z,v.x, y * b ~--~ ~,v.b. 
On the other hand if we make the CUT with ~,v.a: A ±, we obtain: 
z,xy vv.x, y * ~l ~-~, ~,v.a. 
These two examples uggest that the behaviour of the term introduced by an (ax.O 
is similar to both the following traditional terms: 
Ax.x : A --> A or  Ax±.x I: A J --> A ± 
but a priori the interpretation is not fixed. 
Definition 4.3. ~,-reduction is defined as the transitive closure of conversion. Instead 
of saying that t' reduces itself to t" we simply write t' ~,-*--* t". 
The terminology of PN-reduction isextended to p-reduction: so we can in an obvious 
way define normal form, nonn, alizability and strong normalizability in the case of 
~,-terms. 
The basic result is the following. 
Theorem 4.4. There is a natural map from proof-nets to z-terms, i.e. a map 1-:PNets~ 
PTerms which is invertible and such that the following d ia~. : :  is ::ommutative: 
a PN-" J 
i 1 
Proof. Let ~" be the invertible map of Lemma 3.8. We have simply to prove that the 
above diagram (where the horizontal arrows are conversions) is commutative. 
The proof is straightforward by observing that the conversions of p-calculus are 
a faithful representation f those of PN*. 
Immediate consequences of this result and Theorem 2.10 are the following. 
Corollary 4.5. (i) ~,-calculus satisfies the strong normalization property; 
(ii) v-calculus atisfies the Church-Rosser property. 
5. Conclusions 
The calculus presented in this paper gives us a better understanding of how 
information flows in the cut-elimination i the case of the multiplicative fragment: 
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if we think of variables as vehicles of information, we can observe how the reduction 
process moves the content of the variables. Furthermore, multiplicative conversion 
can be though of as splitting the cut-elimination process in two subprocesses which 
can proceed independently until they reach an axiom conversion. 
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